BUILDING A KING AIR COCKPIT
by Ron Duckworth
INTRO:
I decided to build a King Air simulator for many reasons, I like the hands
on type of flying and it's smaller and more affordable than the large airliners. This has
been challenging, rewarding and a lot of fun because I couldn't find anyone who had
done it before. My first attempt was a disaster and then I found Peter Cos and Ron Wiens
from Flight Deck Solutions and they had developed panels for the King Air, without
their help and support this project would never have happened.
Using the panels from FDS. I was able to build a cockpit for the king Air. I have only
installed switches and other things to check positioning and clearances and to prevent
taking sections apart once assembled. I first made a full size mock up as shown ( fig. 1 )
and then when satisfied, started rebuilding from scratch. You will find I leave some
sections unfinished and others are completed, this is either because I'm waiting for parts
or I've left it for now.

This is about getting the cabin made and I will add to it from time to time as things
progress but it will get you started on most things.
You will see I've used MDF board throughout as it's easy to work with and when cut it
leaves a clean edge that can be painted ( unlike plywood ). Always cut MDF in a well
ventilated area and wear a dust mask, it creates a lot of dust especially when using power

saws. You will need basic tools and some power tools ( jigsaws etc. ) and a VERY
understanding spouse.
This is how I did it, you might want to do it different, constructive comments are
welcome and a sharing of ideas is how we make these things happen. Contact me if you
get stuck or don't understand anything and I will be glad to help if I can.
Have Fun, Ron D.
email- ronalski@iinet.net.au.

The base.

Building a base is a good idea as it allows accurate measurements to be
made and for securing everything, an unlevel floor can lead to problems
later. I used 16mm (5/8in) thick chipboard and purchased one 3600mm x
900mm ( 12ft x 3ft approx) and cut in half. Plywood or mdf. Can also be
used. The measurements shown in fig 1, are slightly larger than the cockpit
to allow a 50mm ( 2in. ) overhang outside , this enables you to fix the walls
etc with brackets on the outside. Later on this can be trimmed if you wish.
Start by cutting the sheet in half and put the two halves together and mark
out as shown, sometimes it helps to draw centre lines etc. It’s very straight
forward, I’ve come in 10mm ( 3/8in ) on the sides but it’s not really critical.
No need to fix together yet, the walls will lock them in and as I’m installing
carpet no need to paint. The base is shown in fig 2, the timbers under are just
to level it. When I’ve finished I’ll be moving the sim. From the workshop to
it’s own room.

MAIN BOX.
Before starting the main box you must decide if you want to angle the yokes
and switch panels as in the real aircraft or have them flat with the main
panel. I have angled them, however this leads to a small problem later in
fitting them together, it’s not impossible and I will show how later. If you
decide to make them flat the box is very simple and square. Note; the height
of this box is for myself, I am 6ft. tall and the edge of the front contacts my
knee when seated and I have a good view over the glareshield.

Start by cutting the top as shown in fig. 1, I used 16mm ( 5/8in. ) mdf as
this has to be strong to support everything. Next round off the front edge
with a router, I used an eight mm bit and run it along both edges. Next cut 3
of the end pieces in fig 1 and the sides are fitted flush with the top and one in
the centre ( see fig 2 ), I used a thinner piece of mdf for the back. This is
very simple to make and I won’t go into too much detail.

The completed box is shown in fig. 2, I have painted the front edge the
same colour as the mip. You can also see I have strips of mdf, 25mm ( 1in )
back from the front, these are to secure the panel mounts, these will be
covered in the next section. Do not use thicker than 12mm (3/8in) or they
will interfere with the switches, you could also use aluminum u-channel. The
side ones are set back 12mm from the edge ie. The thickness of the supports.
The holes are just to lighten things a bit and to allow cables to be run later
on. The red bucket just wanted to be in the photo.

FITTING THE PANELS.
Now you can fit the panels, It’s a good idea to fix the three main panels
together before fitting and I cut notches in the centre supports so the this can
be done. I decided that as I’ve taken things apart a few too many times, I
would fit up the centre panel with switches first. First I covered the backs of
the plexi with avery type white paper to enhance the lettering, then I painted
the edges of the clear backing the same colour as the mip. And also the
heads of the screws which will be used. Which holes you use to bolt things
together is determined by where the notches are in the supports. I also used
washers between to allow for the switches etc. Once assembled it can be
fitted. Start with the switch panels and lay them in place, fig. 1, then clamp
the main panel to the end supports.fig. 2.

Some adjustment is necessary to achieve the correct position and fit. Once
satisfied, then drill and screw to the end supports.Note; you must drill a pilot
hole in mdf to prevent splitting. Then the centre supports can be positioned
and fixed. Now the angle of the switch panels, I allowed an even distance in
front and behind and when fitting you will see what I mean. If you use a
monitor for the gauges with a thin surround ie. Lcd. There shouldn’t be a

problem but if you have a thicker surround then you might have to plane off
the switch panel backing where it sticks through. Don’t panic, I have done
this and fitted a normal 19inch monitor behind , however an lcd leaves much
more space for wires etc.

King Air glare shield
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Photo by Jochen Thoma.

Airliners.net

There are many different types of glare
shields I’ve seen in King Airs, from early
round types, to the later more angular and
straighter ones. The one I chose to copy is a
late model shown left. Which ever style you
choose, I hope this will help you through in
making it. The method I used is fairly simple
and can easily be adapted to other shapes. I
did however change mine a little from an
exact copy of the photo, and that was to
make it straighter. The reason being, I
wanted to use wide screen monitors for the
front view and it didn’t make sense to have it
dipping down a lot at the ends and
necessitating a much larger ( ie. More
expensive ) screen. The difference can be
seen here. Maybe I’ll remake this later if I
go for a projector?

Before going to the next part I will explain how to bend or curve timber and sheet
mdf. By ‘backcutting’, you may have seen it before but for those who haven’t, I will
be using it a lot from now on. Basically, if you cut the back almost all the way
through, about 80% of the thickness or more, you can bend it and leave the front
without having to put joins in it. The thicker the cut, ie. A wide saw blade, the more it
can be bent. A hacksaw would give less of a bend and multiple cuts closer together can
curve timber or board into a circle. We need to curve some mdf sheet around the ends
of the glareshield and the best tool is a power saw and a straight edge, just set the
depth of the cut and make cuts a few mm. apart, you will find it curves easily. If you
are unfamiliar with this I suggest some practice on scrap first.
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For the main part, I used some 20mm ( 3/4in ) thick timber for strength, you could
also use mdf. I used three pieces all cut from one length as shown.
First you have to draw the shape you want on the timber, I started by drawing a square
grid over the photo and transferring the measurements by scale to the timber. Make sure
it’s the size of the main instrument panel plus a few millimeters at least. Work from the
centre out and taper the shape using above as a guide, then when you are happy about the
shape, size etc. cut out with jigsaw, then glue and screw the end pieces on, remembering
to countersink the screws in. Finish by sanding etc but leave the edges all
square at this point, they will be rounded off later when the top section is fitted.

Now we back cut the piece to give it a slight curve. I used
the same points where it was tapered and made four cuts
shown in the diagram as ( A; B; ) this gives it a slightly
angular shape but you can curve it how you like. To make
things even, set it out on a bench and measure distances from
centre, then glue the cuts and glue small pieces of thin mdf.
To the back of each cut, clamp or fix with temp. screws as
shown here.
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Next, lay it topside down on a sheet of 3mm ( 1/8in )
mdf. With some cuts made at the ends to bend around.
See above. The overall shape of the top is shown at
right, though not critical at this point it’s best to have a
slight overhang. Glue this on and clamp, if you don’t
have many clamps you can just put small screws in
where ever and remove later. You can see how it bends
around the ends. I used a router edge trimmer to finish
off the front edge square and flush. The rear shape can
be cut to suit your self. Before fitting the little ‘box’ on
top, I rounded all front edges off with a 5mm. 3/8in.
router tool.
The little box for the display panel is simply made out
of small pieces of mdf. And glued on top. You will have
to make a cut out for the centre post of the ‘windshield’
and this should be done when fitting the centre post to
get it right. A space will have to be left out for access to
the panel.
The mounts are shown in here,
when made, simply clamp on to the
centre mip. supports Now lay the
glare shield on top of the mounts
and adjust the position, height etc
to suit yourself. I raised mine a bit
but check seat position etc to give a
good view out the front and still
see all instro’s. When satisfied,
glue and screw the top to the
mounts, I used nuts and bolts to fix
the mounts to the mip to allow for
removal.
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The mounts are shown in place,
simply clamp on to the centre mip.
supports . Now lay the glare shield
on top of the mounts and adjust the
position, height etc to suit yourself.
I raised mine a bit but check seat
position etc to give a good view out
the front and still see all instro’s.
When satisfied, glue and screw the
top to the mounts, I used nuts and
bolts to fix the mounts to the mip
to allow for removal.
, You will have to make infill
pieces for the top of the mip. These
I made out of similar thickness
mdf. And glued to the glare shield.
Small blocks behind, help in
reinforcing things.
Fill any holes, and if you make
any small mistakes, don’t forget the
auto body filler, it’s great for
reshaping and fixing errors. You
can see I’ve used it in places. I
have completed the glare shield but
It’s best to get the sides and roof
built first, as the centre post fits
into the glare shield and may need
some adjustments before finishing.
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The finished glare shield, I have covered with black vinyl for a
better finish, this was done by a friend who is a motor trimmer and I
recommend you take it to one as getting the vinyl around all the
curves is very tricky. The air vents were made from some black pop
up sprinkler heads, available from reticulation stores. A small piece
of mdf for the ends and the underneath was painted black before
fitting the vinyl The announciator panel and fire switches are home
made for now just to complete it, I may look into some real ones
later. For anyone who wants to know what the warning panel is for,
I have included a graphic below, showing the functions.
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THE KING AIR WALLS

The side walls were made
from 6mm MDF sheet and
I used two pieces because I
wanted them to lean in at
the windows and also
widen out so as to fit seats
etc in. The real King Air is
very cramped compared
to airline flight decks and
I changed dimensions
wherever I could to suit
myself, no point in
banging your elbows on
the fuel gauges, just move
the wall a little. I also
made the windows a little
larger, especially the
quarter ones. This is a
Simulator and even
though I want it to look
like the real thing, I want
it to be practical as well. I
made the basic shapes
first, then fitted them
together to get the layout
before finishing around
the windows etc.
Note; both sides should
be the same, so cut two
pieces at a time for each
shape and reverse for the
other side. You will end up
with four separate pieces.
This applies to all sections
for the walls, I will only
show one side.
Above is a diagram showing the sizes I used, the
dotted line is a back cut which enabled the lean in
at the windows. You can see the larger than life
quarter window but you can change this to suit
your own requirements. Mark out and cut the
holes with a hole saw and then use a jigsaw for
the rest. Finish windows with sandpaper to get a
nice finish. The two pieces cut are shown in the
picture to the right. Note; not all my photo’s
came out as I would have liked.
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Now that we have the walls
cut, the next thing to do is set
them out. The measurements
I used give plenty of room,
but check your self if using
large seats. Set out using
centre lines to get them how
you want and then make some
supports for the walls and fix
them together. I started by
making base plates to fix the
base of the walls to, and to
secure to the overall base.
Now I made these out of
separate pieces of timber but
you can do it out of one single
piece of MDF, it’s up to you.
Obviously the length of the
sections must equal the walls.
Below is a picture of one side
made, the other side can be
made the same, just a reverse
of the first.
To support the sides, I used two pieces of
timber ie. 40mm x 20mm. (1 ½ x ¾ in. )
for the front wall, and larger, ie. 65mm x 20mm
( 2 ½ x ¾ in. ) for the rear. This is just to
increase strength. These were simply back cut
where the dotted line is, (see first diagram. )
and bent over and glued with a piece of thin
MDF to hold the shape. Above, in the diagram,
you can see where these pieces are fixed to the
walls, ( in dark red ). I fixed the base section on
first then cut the sides to sit on top. Glue and
screw them, and I used small countersunk
screws for the face so as to fill and paint later.
A shorter piece was fixed above and below the
rear window. These two wall sections can then
be fixed together and you will see that a wedge
type spacer is needed to maintain the angle
between the two and also the tops will overlap
about 10mm ( ¼ in ), this can simply be cut off
to get the sections to meet flush.

Base plate

uprights
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The picture on left shows
the inside of the wall. The
right one shows the rear.
I’ve added a horizontal
piece for extra strength and
also some at the top for
mounting the roof later.
Note the small thin pieces I
used for strengthening the
places where I back cut.
You can see the wedge
inserts between the two
sections. At the front I
simply screwed the wall to
the end MIP support and
the base box.
Now the windows might
seem a little messy here but
the main thing is to make
sure the curves etc. are
smooth and even and the
wall is fairly solid. No need
to fix to the floor just yet
but if you’re confident that
everything is how you want,
then ok.
The next section I will show
how to give the windows
some shape and form but
make sure you have the
angles right before moving
on to this.

Place another sheet of 6mm mdf. over the window section
and cut to original shape but allow it to pass below
windows about 20mm or so. From the back, mark out the
windows and as you can see I’ve drilled the holes to begin
cutting out. Note; make these a fraction smaller than the
openings on the wall, the reason being, after it’s glued into
position a router with 5mm rounding bit is used to finish
off and this simply runs around the openings. I also
rounded off the bottom edge and to do this clamp flush
with a piece of wood and run the router along before
fixing to wall. This is in the picture at right although not
very clear. There is also a small cutout at the front, this is
shown in the next page.
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Use plenty of glue here, and after rounding the bottom
edge, fix and clamp to the wall. I also made a small cutout
at the front where it meets the glareshield and this must
be rounded before fixing. This is seen in the picture below.
Clamp and leave to dry completely, before running the
router around the windows and front edge. I used a 5mm
bit. If you leave too much board overhang it makes this
job harder.
The wheel on the tool should only contact the original
window.

You can see in the picture on right that I
have left an overhang past the openings. I
left a little too much as a couple of mill. Is
all that’s needed

The picture left shows the
completed section with nice
rounded edges. Check for even
curves and sand etc.
The real aircraft has deep
windows that taper towards the
outside and the way ( or the
way I used ) to do this is to
make yet another window piece
but this time a bit smaller, and
by using timber spaces for
depth, it is simply glued to the
outside and the space filled in to
give the required shape. The
front quarter window also
slopes forward for better
visibility.
This is covered next.
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The outside window is smaller
than the inside, so begin by
gluing small pieces of timber
around the window flush with
the inside. Use the same size
timber as the supports On the
left you see the first piece
attached. Try to cut neatly
around the curve to make for
less filling later. I did each
window separate. The outside
is simply cut by clamping a
sheet over the window and
using a spacer to draw the
hole about 10 to 15 mm.
smaller. The picture on the
right shows the outside in
place with all the timber
sections glued in
This picture on the left shows
the filling process. I used
automotive body filler and the
easiest way is to do it, is a
little at a time, cleaning off
each application as you go, if
you try and fill one time
you’re in for hours of
sanding. The quarter window
was made the same way but I
also moved the outside piece
forward a little. On the right
you can see the quarter
window finished and the rear
clamped and glued on, ready
to be filled.
A few more shots to show the
spacers. This takes some time
but be patient and work
slowly to build up to the
shape, cleaning excess off as
you go. The final sanding
depends on how careful you
were, remember to fill any
small holes etc and then it’s
ready for painting. Use a good
undercoat and fill any spots
with putty before the final
painting.
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The finished section with
undercoat applied shown at
left. The next step is not
really necessary but I felt it
added to the effect. One more
window cut out and yes I got
tired of cutting them out too.
Same as before place a sheet
over the outside and I used
3mm mdf for this and cut to
shape as shown in picture to
the right. This covers the
work done previously and as I
intend to cover the outside
later I made it as a screw on
only section

From the inside mark around the
windows, using a spacer about 10
to 12 mm. this is then cut out and
the section is screwed on and you
can see the holes on the right
picture. This was undercoated
and then painted black to
simulate the window seals. When
dry mask off about 6 to 8 mill
around the edge and paint same
as the walls. You should be very
good at making these by the time
you’re finished.

The completed wall. There is still the
fuse panel and other sections to be added
but they will be done later. I used the
same color as the MIP after
experimenting with other colors but it
didn’t look right. You can see the effect
of the black outline to sort of finish it off.
The cutout at the front is to allow the
black infill for the glare shield and this is
attached once in place. This has been
quite involved but I feel the amount of
work is worth it.
Next is the centre pillar which must be
made before the roof goes on.

THE KING AIR ROOF.
SECTION 1; THE CENTRE POST

The centre post was made first to support
the roof. With the walls in place, lay a
flat board across to give you the top level
of the post. The post I made out of solid
timber and the depth was 120mm (
4.3/4in ) by 70mm ( 2.3/4in ). You could
also glue 2 pieces of 35mm together. The
top section can be cut out to fit a compass
but for now I’m using a graphic. Simkits
make a stand alone USB. Compass which
I hope to use eventually, if you decide on
this then the size of the post may have to
be altered. I’m fairly sure it’s only 2.1/2in
diameter and will fit but be sure to check.
The picture left shows the cut timber and
the small half circle is a tool made to get
the shape. Use a 70mm hole saw and then
cut in half. I used this as a guide to chisel
down the post to roughly the round shape
and when fairly even then I filled with
auto filler and used the shape again to get
the final finish. If you have access to a
milling machine then all the better. Sand
off to a smooth finish.
The end pieces for the compass were
made with thin MDF and a graphic
behind a piece of clear plexi. This will be
remade when I get a real compass. To get
the end piece to sit flat I cut out the post
with a router so the plexi sits in flush. If
you want to backlight then use a boring
tool like the kind to fit doorlocks.
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The post resting in position, note I left a sort
of foot on the bottom, this was removed later
and a steel bracket fixed on.
The post will have to be recessed into the
glare shield up to the little enunciator box,
this was mentioned in that section. When all
is fitted then small adjustments can be made
to ensure it fits tightly. This is the reason I
made all sections first before painting etc.
As for the angle, I made it slightly steeper
than the walls and this can be seen later
when I fit the roof.

Section 2; The frame

To get the rounded shape of the roof, I
made a base piece and built up from
there. With the walls and post in place,
and the face of the post about level
with the glare shield. ( shown in blue.)
Using fairly thick board, 16mm (
5/8in ) for strength and about
1600mm ( 5ft 3in ) by 600mm ( 24in )
in size. Position with centre line at the
post as shown and clamp. Next draw
the shape shown in dark red, keeping
the front section arrowed a. b. straight
and the size of the overhead ie. about
530mm ( 20.1/2in ). Mark along the
walls allowing 5mm overhang on the
inside and overall make it 60mm
(2.3/8in ) wide. Try to curve evenly
between these lines. It’s best to
remove after marking walls and post
and draw the curves on a bench. This
is cut out using a jigsaw. Tip; always
mark centre lines and after cutting out
one side, flip the offcut over and use
as template to mark the other, this
gives you equal curves on both sides.
Cut 60mm strips and place on the
remaining straight sections of the
walls. These can be joined and fixed to
the wall top plate with screws.
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The next section is the rear
spar ( in blue ) and this was
made by placing a board
( 16mm )across the rear and
allowing a straight section the
size of the overhead and a
height of 350mm more curves
are marked out to give the
shape.
Don’t worry too much about
the exact curves, just whatever
looks reasonable. Again, cut
out one side and flip over the
offcut to mark the other. The
width is aprox 70mm (2.3/4in)
Now there are two spars from
front to back, shown in green,
as before, place a board and
mark the shape before cutting
with a jigsaw. The spars can
be drilled and screwed
together with the ‘base’
section and any finishing,
sanding done.
Not a very good picture but
you can see how it looked. I
used thin mdf.( 3mm) to line
the roof as it curves easily and
I used one piece 600mm ( 2ft )
wide at first but this proves to
be a little hard to fit and so use
two halves each side, the
reason being, I extended the
overhead to the rear and this
will cover the centre anyway.
Next the small quarter sections
at the front, but before these
some timber cross bars need to
be fitted where the sheets join
and to further strengthen.
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The cross bars in place, these are needed to
maintain the curve of the roof and to fix the
sheet to. Try to sit the sheet on the base and
hold down with screws at the edge as
shown in previous photo, don’t worry
about small gaps here as it’s all covered
with a liner. Note the angle cut pieces to
hold down the sheet. The front quarter
sheets can now be cut and fitted. It’s a trial
and error method to get the curve but it
bends easily
The sheets are glued and fixed to the spars
with small countersunk screws. After this
photo was taken I cut out more of the main
sheet to allow full access to the overhead
panel. With all the screws in place the roof
can be removed as a single unit and all
remaining work done on a bench.

The removed roof,
Fill and smooth the
joins with auto filler
and finally round off
the inside edge of the
base with a router so
as the lining curves
over the edge
smoothly. I
experimented with
vent holes etc and
these are covered next.
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The pictures on the right show
the four stages of making the
vent recesses at the front. I used
8mm thick pieces and glued to
the back after cutting out the
shape aprox. 90mm (3 1/2in)
square
Another thin sheet with a hole
for the vent is screwed and
glued to the back. The size of
the hole depends on what vent
you use. I used a home made
vent from a grey rubber pipe
seal and a pvc. end cap from
some reticulation section.
Finally fill with auto filler and it
shows the first coat here, several
more were added to get the final
shape. Tip; don’t make it too
steep or the lining won’t stretch
over it.

The visors I made from clear
plexi and these were fixed to
aluminum bars with nuts and
recessed bolts and bent to fit to
the roof. Cut slots to fit them in
so they sit flush. Simply paint the
back black and it’s done.
These things are what I would
call accessories and were
included for looks only and that’s
the reason I haven’t gone into it
too far, just to show how I did it.
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THE OVERHEAD PANEL

The overhead, I made using FDS panels
and no sizes are given because the frame is
simply made to suit them.
To get the shape of the roof, clamp a board,
(16mm MDF)through the hole and mark
the other side. This gives the contour, then
using the panels mark out how you want
them. Two side pieces are needed.
The centre picture is how I did it with the
gauge panel angled. I also added a piece on
the back for some lights and a handle. I
made strips of MDF the same length as the
panels, for the support bars and extra bits
for the handle, very simple to make. The
bars are glued and screwed to allow the
panels to sit flush with the ends and then I
rounded the outside with a 5mm router bit.
Notice the smaller gauge panel bars are
turned on the ends to make sure there is
clearance for the gauges and check they
don’t block the writing and cause shadows
when backlighting. If any blocking occurs,
remove material from bars. Check against
the roof when making for any adjustments.

The frame primed, the extra piece has an
oval shape hole and the handle is bolted to
the frame. This gives the effect of having it
recessed into the roof. I tried it just hanging
down and it looked strange. A couple of
small lamps complete this and then drill
mounting holes and fix with screws. The
frame I painted black and I covered the mdf
sheet with grey vinyl to match the roof.
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Make sure the panels sit flush and that
they fit together well before drilling and
screwing.

I made a section the same width as the
overhead and put some mounds on to
give some shape to the roof. These were
made by taking a mould from a vacuum
cleaner lid and some foam strips. In a
real King Air these compartments store
the life jackets but I felt that was going
a bit far. No doubt some may want the
real thing.
The finished overhead with switches
and gauges fitted. At the moment it is
fixed to the roof with four angle
brackets but when the time comes for
backlighting and wiring I may change to
having a hinge setup to allow access
from inside the cockpit.
A side shot, before fitting everything,
the roof was covered with grey vinyl
and glued to the lining.

THE THROTTLE BODY
The following is based on using the dual throttle quadrant from Flight Link.
I found this to be an excellent product. However, when adapting it to the
King Air I found the levers to be too short and too close together, when
applying power your fingers jam against the prop. levers. Not to worry
because the panel from FDS. works with standard levers or as I have done,
with modified ones. This will be covered in the next section.
Diag. 1,

This shows the measurements I used and how I’ve used a thinner board for
the right hand side, the reason was to keep the space on the right to a
minimum ie. about 28mm. I also made the right side as a separate piece, this
was to allow some adjustment to get the slots to line up exactly, there’s not
much room for error. The main thing is to have the overall width the same
as the FDS panel

Fig.1,

The main three parts assembled. I started with the left side and the radius
shown is a guide, I suggest you leave this cut until you can sit the FL unit on
as in fig.2 and then mark out what curve you want. I cut the left side a little
different to give a split panel just like the real thing and if you look closely
you can see the red arrow which shows the different shape used on the right
side. Some front and back pieces need to be added to give the box strength.

Fig.2,

With the FL unit sitting on the base, the curve can be decided. Any bigger
than how I have it and the standard levers will bind where they bend in. Any
smaller and it looks funny, I tried following the curve on the FL unit and it
doesn’t work. The curve I chose allows for a realistic size trim wheel.

Fig. 3,

Front view with right side attached, the FL unit needs to be tight against this
side,

Fig. 4,

I made the thinner right side by clamping a piece of board against the left
side and marking it to get exactly the same curve,except for the difference
near the bottom . You can see the difference in the two sides .Just tack this
on for now.

Fig. 5.

This is how I’ve cut the panel, there is only one way and that’s between the
“aileron trim” right; letter and the “rudder trim” left; I have also cut off the
rudder trim part so as to mount it on a lower section. When drilling or
cutting plexi go slowly and carefully as it can split if the drill bit ‘bites’.
I always use a cordless drill as they’re less powerfull. I used a jigsaw fitted
with a fine blade designed for cutting plastic, and if you have removed the
plastic protection from the panel, beware! a jigsaw can scratch. I also drilled
the holes for the screws, hold the panel over the box especially for the right
side to ensure they are correct.
Now is a good time to check that the plexi panel fits, remove the handles
from the levers and position them at different levels so as to get it over them.
The plexi bends easily without heat but will resist at first so I started by
drilling two mounting holes at the top corners, put a screw in the left side
first, then bend the plate around keeping it flush with the sides before
tapping and putting the second top screw in. once you are sure everything
fits and the levers don’t bind then put more screws in around the front.

Fig. 6,

While I was making all the small pieces necessary, I substituted the panel for
an equal size piece of stiff card seen here in black so as not to damage the it.
There’s a lot of fitting and sanding to do and I would hate to slip! Next I
made the little box above the body, this houses three gauges and the
annunciator panel. The same width as the body and made with some 6mm
board and two little triangles of 12mm. a slight backcut is recommended
where it bends, this is very simple to make and I won’t go into it except to
say that it is used to hold the top of the panel down. There are six slots cut
in the panel and it distorts a bit and as the FL unit is sitting directly
underneath ( can’t put screws in the middle ) this little box holds it flat. You
can see I’ve done some filling with automotive plastic filler to cover screw
holes and to finish it off I used a 5mm rounding bit on a router to round off
the top and sides, leaving the bottom square. Finally, to hold it down, use
some bar or channel behind the FL unit and screw to the inside of the little
triangles.

Fig. 7,

I tried many times to make one piece for holding the area of the split only to
find it needed to be cutout for flap and trim switches. A flat piece across for
the rudder trim is the easiest and I actually used two 6 mm pieces and sort of
carved out the area under aileron trim for effect only. Where the plexi
lettering sits, I recessed this to have it finish flush. There are lots of small
pieces glued in here for supports and I had to fit all switches to the panel and
just use trial and error, it’s not that hard to do. The box has been filled
sanded and one coat of black, it’s now ready for the final coat of matt black
laquer. If your unsure just study this picture to see how I’ve put everything
in. One final trick, if when drilling for scews you split or miss the mdf, just
glue and clamp another small piece inside and leave till set and you find the
next time the tap will hold.
There is sufficient space beside the FL unit for a geared mechanism to
activate the pitch trim wheel. This will be connected to an encoder mounted
underneath the base.

Fig. 8

This is the almost finished throttle body using standard levers, which don’t
rub or bind on the panel.
Final tip; If you get binding on one side say, at the top but not the bottom ,
you can correct by trimming the small rubber feet on one side to lower the
unit either way.

Ron Duckworth.

THE TRIM WHEEL .
Fig. 1

I made the trim wheel from 13 mm ( ½ in ) MDF. There are two wheels, a
trim wheel and an indicator one. I hope to have them working in the future
but for now they are just to make the quadrant look complete. If your lucky
enough to have access to a lathe, great but it can be done simply by making
your own. All you need is a strong drill clamp next to the end of a bench and
use the chisels against the bench as shown in this picture. This clamp turns
in any direction so the face of the board can be done too. The clamp costs
less than $20 at a hardware store.
I started by drilling the centre hole first and fitting the centre bolt from a
disk sander then I marked the radius and cut out roughly with a jigsaw. Then
fit to the drill and take the edge down as required.

Fig. 2,

This shows roughly the 2 different profiles and sizes I used.
Fig. 3,

The grips on the trim wheel were made by marking out as even as possible
and using a small drum sanding wheel as on this dremmel drill to shape the
wheel.

Fig. 4,

The finished wheel fitted. As this is just for show for now I haven’t gone
into it too much, just to give you an idea how easy they are to make.
The real ones move at different rates and I haven’t yet worked out a way to
do this.
Ron Duckworth.

